movie-chests bared-often dripping with rain, glistening and hot, tall, dark and handsome temptations.
Gazing on the half-naked body of the exoticized Indian male is nothing new in American film or literature and Stephenie Meyer's novels are not unique in this regard.
America has always been in love with the figure of the Indian who is both noble and savage, sensitive and a warrior, naturally beautiful and close to the earth in a way Euroamericans long to be. In this chapter, I examine how Jacob conforms to American stereotypes of Indian men and then show how Meyer's characterization deviates from and embellishes this standard image. Although Meyer's depiction of Jacob may differ slightly from entrenched images of Indians, the new elements she includes serve the dominant ideology working to undermine Native sovereignty and cultural survival and reinforce pre-existing stereotypes. Her reiterations irreparably damage the work Native peoples have done for centuries to overturn these harmful images, now entrenched for a whole new generation as "cool" and sexier than ever.
My use of the term "Indian," rather than "Native American" (or a tribal name, which is even more preferable) is purposeful, because although Stephenie Meyer uses an existing tribe in her novels-the Quileutes-her portrayal of them relies heavily on the longstanding American construction of Indianness, which lumps all Indigenous peoples into one category and erases cultural difference between nations.
i "Indian" refers to the "profoundly contested space" of "'the white man's Indian,' which for the critical mass is the authentic representation" argue Clark and Powell. ii Forged through the endless repetition of images and stereotypes, simulated Indianness becomes authentic, "more real than real" as if it "presupposes and precedes the real." iii Packed into a tightly woven knit of interdependent symbols, such as buckskin and war paint, Indianness becomes a product that can be consumed and known, available for cooptation and inhabitation like a costume.
The construction of Indianness began with Columbus, persisted through the Boston Tea Party, and was used to create a distinctly American identity separate from Europe: Indians were what made America unique and they symbolized natural freedom and rights. However, after the American Revolution, Indians were used to define American identity through opposition and their image was codified as an uncivilized people whose condition justified conquest, removal, and assimilation policy. Although there are two versions of this stereotype, the Romantic/Noble Savage and the Indian Princess, Meyer reiterates only the male version. This construction of the Indian is so ubiquitous in American culture that he is easily recognizable: he often rides a horse with a feather bonnet, understands nature, is anachronistic and culturally frozen in time, lives in a tipi and roams the plains looking for buffalo to hunt or white settlers to scalp. The Noble Savage has always contained a contradiction, thanks to the writings of Columbus, who portrayed the Native peoples he met as both kind and generous and savage and brutal, iv and the figure became a fixture in the American collective imagination, reinforced time and again with each new generation. In the early 1900s, however, the In Peter van Lent's article on how popular culture romance novels portray Indian men, he writes:
Most Native male characters are placed in a traditional setting, often close to nature. Nearly all of them are decent, good men. They are all shown as gentle and loving in one way or another, but they are all warriors at heart. To some degree each one of them is vulnerable . . . and finally, let us not forget the physical . . . the most immediately appealing quality that all these young men have is that they are very, very handsome. is not afraid to fight savagely and to the death to protect his love. All of this makes him endlessly romantic, but his heartthrob status is secured by Taylor Lautner's physical appearance, shot so that he appears much larger and more "masculine" than the Native actors in the film. There was a great deal of gossip about Taylor Lautner's new body prior to the film, since he was almost dropped from the cast of New Moon for being too "slight" and had to "bulk up" into his current sculpted form in order to fit the image Meyer relies on of the virile Indian warrior and that readers, in turn, expect of a masculine hero. ix Lautner's impressive physique is on continual display in the film and changed so drastically between the first and second installments that the characters are forced remark upon the difference or it would seem incongruent. When Bella sees Jacob for the first time in the beginning of New Moon she exclaims, "Hello biceps. You know, anabolic steroids are really bad for you." x Later, when Jacob lifts the motorcycle out of the back of her truck on his own, Bella again calls attention to Lautner's body with a statement of the obvious: "Jake, you're, like, buff." xi Further, Jacob (Taylor Lautner) has all the recognizable signifiers that mark him as the distinctly Indian warrior/hero seen both in western films and in popular romance novels. Peter van Lent writes, "Native heroes all have glistening, coppery skin and long, raven-black hair . . . and they usually wear little more than a breechclout." xii To give
Meyer some credit, in both the film and in the book, Jacob wears more than a breechcloth: he wears sweatpants and cut-off jeans, and his "tribal" tattoo (i.e., warpaint). Yet
Meyer never seems to miss an opportunity to remark on Jacob's handsome, distinctly
Indian qualities, usually in the form of commentary from Bella, who continuously notices Jacob's skin color and hair in New Moon, describing him as "russet-colored," having "red-brown skin" and long black hair like "satin curtains." xiii Bella thinks, "His skin was such a pretty color, it made me jealous," and remarks aloud, "Did you know, you're sort of beautiful?" xiv Repeatedly remarking on a person's skin color and how it marks them as "different" (even if that difference equates to attractiveness) is usually considered racist, not exotic and sexy, and certainly not acceptable. Even as a wolf Jacob is "reddish brown." xv Readers might excuse this behavior because, after all, Bella is a teenager and the predominant narrator of the books; but continually finding synonyms for "red" does not make mentioning his skin color any less racist than calling Jacob a "redskin," and it is important that the intended audience of the novels is the same demographic as the narrator. These teenage readers will not see the subtlety of their narrator's racism and instead identify with her. The novels and films reinforce this racism by allowing Jacob's red skin and half-naked body to be fully objectified and bear the burden of the desirous gaze, a long tradition in American culture that began with Columbus' study of The casting of Lautner may have been dictated by other factors, but it is remarkable that the movie production team was unable to find a Native actor to play the main love interest, particularly since they did manage to find quite a few handsome Native actors.
Peter van Lent's article helps explain this apparent discrepancy, noting that in popular romance novels, the Indian hero is described as both visibly Native in terms of skin color and hair, but also has Caucasian facial features, which maintain his candidacy as a heartthrob by preventing him from being "too alien" while simultaneously avoiding "squeamishness about miscegenation." xxii Indeed, miscegenation is a possibility these novels repeatedly reject through the Edward-Bella-Jacob love triangle but also with the pairings of the Quileute tribe members who always fall in love or "imprint" with other Indian characters. This remains true throughout the series until Breaking Dawn, when Jacob "imprints" with Renesme, who is herself a product of vampire and human mixing and thus a fitting companion.
Although the stereotypes Meyer relies on are at heart romantic, it is important to understand that the pre-existing stereotype-that of the Savage, though Noble, Indiannever fully dissipates and is the foundation for the more "admirable" version, the Romantic Indian. The reason that the Indian of American imagination can be portrayed as romantic at all is due to what Renato Rosaldo calls "imperialist nostalgia"-once Native peoples are no longer a threat, as a nation we look upon them fondly and with nostalgia for the loss of a more innocent time and people. However, before that-before indigenous people were slaughtered and the survivors marched across the country, subdued and trapped on reservations-they were always savage, always a threat. Jacob and the other Indian characters in the Twilight series, as romantic and handsome as they may be, are also capable of tremendous violence as wolves and warriors of their tribe.
Although Stephenie Meyer does not actually show the reader how the wolves/Indians rip apart vampire bodies using their teeth, she does imply it and leave it to the imagination, in the same way she suggests their collective nudity.
In addition, in New Moon, Jacob's ability to transform contains the threat of potential violence, since anger can cause him to "phase" at any moment, putting those around him in physical danger. This means Bella lives under the constant threat of domestic violence throughout the series from both love interests who can lose control at any moment and "accidentally" kill her. Like abused women everywhere, Bella is continually warned to mind her behavior and not to provoke either boy, or he might "lose his In addition, Meyer's language when discussing legitimate Native beliefs about history, origins, and storytelling is offensive. In the beginning of Twilight, Jacob tells
Bella the story about the "cold ones" and continues throughout New Moon and Eclipse to call his Indian own stories "superstitions" about the belief in "magic": ". . . just like they had their legends of the great flood and wolf-men ancestors. Just stories, folklore . . .
." xxviii While it is true that Meyer invents these stories, one of the problems with her writing style is that she varies her language very little, and in this case her repeated use of the terms "superstitious" and "magic" is insulting because the stories are "real" in the context of the novels. Regulating these tribal beliefs to "superstition" and "folklore"
implies that all Native oral histories are invented fictional stories for amusement, like the fairytales of the Brothers Grimm. Meyer also equates Native religious ideology in these instances with the belief in "magic," inexplicable bits of trickery or sleights-of-hand that only children believe are real. The term "magic" is damaging as well because much of Native American art is mislabeled "magical realism," a term that arrogantly dismisses any way of knowing or understanding the world outside of western scientific philosophical thought.
Meyer's choice to connect these stories to a real, existing tribe instead of an invented one, implies that they are culturally "authentic" indigenous tales: she thus Meyer has been repeatedly criticized for her lack of artistic skills, linguistic repetition, and reliance on traditional genre formulations. While I agree with this assessment, I also think it is dangerous to dismiss these novels simply because they are poorly written. Indeed, there are remarkable moments in each novel that shine with creative ingenuity. Meyer has clearly tapped into a cultural vein that betrays a collective desire for fantastic tragic romance. Because of their immense popularity, these books/films have the potential to irreparably damage the feminist movement and harm teenage boys everywhere who will never be able to live up to the impossible standard set by Edward Cullen. Most importantly, they harm Native peoples struggling for livelihood and recognition, and undermine their very existence by supplanting them with stereotypes and mythic status. Because of this alone, they need to be taken seriously. Each time another teenage girl loses herself in this narrative, she is inculcated into a dangerous ideology that, while creating a fantasy world and make-believe races of vampires and werewolves, elides actual Native peoples and repeats the violence of genocide and colonial domination. Ibid., 14. iv In the digest written by Bartolomé de Las Casas from Columbus' log book on his first voyage, Columbus noted that the Native peoples were "marvelously friendly to us. . . . In fact, they very willingly traded everything they had" (55). Later, however, after Columbus and his soldiers took many of the indigenous peoples home as slaves and they began to understand that the "occupation and conquest of the country" (as Columbus asserts in his journal) was the purpose of the visit, relations between the two groups naturally soured. Columbus left men behind on his first voyage who began to rape and pillage Native villages and were subsequently wiped out by the indigenous population. Columbus' descriptions of them changed after this, and in his second voyage he wrote: " . . . as for the men they [the Caribs] are able to capture, they bring those who are alive home to be slaughtered and eat those who are dead on the spot. They say that human flesh is so good that there is nothing like it in the world . . . . They castrate the boys that they capture and use them as servants until they are men. Then, when they want to make a feast, they kill and eat them, for they say the flesh of boys and women is not good to eat" (136 In Hollywood, playing Indian for profit has a long history, particularly since Native actors were not hired to play leading roles in cinematic productions, a tradition the Twilight films continue. While this might seem insignificant-these are actors, after all, filling a role-the tradition of inhabiting Indian identities reinforces the national narrative that this country was "inherited" from Native people via Manifest Destiny and divine right, which in turn justifies removal and genocide, or ignores it all together. After removal and into the modern age, drawing on the imperialist nostalgia I discuss earlier in this chapter, Americans now claim ancestral descent from Native peoples, easing guilt for colonization and denying indigenous peoples rights, since they are just "one of us" now. 
